Analysis of Local Minority Carrier Diffusion Lengths in Liquid Phase Crystallized Silicon Thin-Film Solar Cells
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Abstract — We developed a method to quantify the local minority carrier diffusion lengths in interdigitated back-contact solar cells having a 10 µm thick liquid phase crystallized (LPC) Si absorber by light-beam induced current (LBIC) measurements. The method is verified by 2-D simulations of the LBIC signals using ASPIN3. The effective minority carrier diffusion lengths determined this way range between 33-44 µm inside a grain, which proves that advanced cell concepts like an IBC system are well suited for the LPC absorbers. Furthermore, the method has the potential to help improving the optimization of contact system geometries and it may be used to understand the influences of different grain orientations and improve the LPC-Si absorber fabrication process.

I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid Phase Crystallization (LPC) of Si absorbers on glass has established itself as an alternative technology approach to produce absorbers for solar cells of high electronic quality [1]–[3]. It has the potential to decrease material consumption avoiding kerf losses that are inherent to conventional wafer technologies [4]. Furthermore, it is possible to fabricate absorbers of any desired thickness between 5-40 µm since the glass functions as mechanical stabilizer. Open circuit voltages (Voc) of up to 656 mV [3], short circuit current densities (Jsc) of over 30 mA/cm2 [5] and efficiencies up to 12.1 % [6] have been realized on absorbers of 10 µm thickness. To further improve device performance detailed characterization of bulk and interfaces (especially the substrate-absorber interface) is necessary. However, many of the established characterization techniques like QSSPC, TrPCD do not provide realistic results for LPC-Si absorbers, since the bulk volume is too small to provide sufficient signal.

So far the following approaches have been tried to estimate bulk lifetime, glass side surface recombination velocities and thus minority carrier diffusion lengths of LPC-Si absorbers: 1-D QE and j-V simulations using AFORS-HET [3], evaluating plots of inverse IQE as function of absorption depth [6]–[8], depth resolved EBIC [9], transient PL [10] and high-frequency capacitance voltage (C-V) measurements [11]. However, only single-sided contact systems exist on LPC-Si absorbers which show a 2-D current flow pattern [5], [12], so 1-D simulations might not suffice to adequately represent the cell. Using inverse IQE plots, only a small wavelength window between 450-600 nm can be evaluated, since outside of this regime there is an uncertain amount of parasitic absorption that is hard to determine influencing the evaluation. Transient PL has the advantage that it can resolve the signal spatially but has so far not been tested on advanced contact systems. C-V measurements need careful sample preparation and cannot be applied on the finished device. In this work, we measured light-beam induced current (LBIC) signal drops over the absorber contact in LPC-Si solar cells with an IBC system. From these drops the local minority charge carrier diffusion length (Ldiff) is determined. The use of this approach is validated by 2-D simulations using ASPIN3. As enhancement to the conference proceedings [13], an additional simulation study was performed to differentiate between interface (surface recombination) and bulk (lifetime) effects influencing the effective diffusion length Ldiff.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATIONS

A. Absorber and contact system preparation

A passivating SiOx/SiNx/SiOx interlayer stack was deposited on a glass substrate prior to evaporating a 10 µm thick silicon absorber. Details on the interlayer setup and development can be found in [11], [14], [15]. The 10 µm thick Si on glass was crystallized using an electron beam to form elongated grains [3]. The grains have the same height as the absorber, are up to few mm in width and up to cm in length [16]. The absorber doping was n-type with a concentration of ~5x1016/cm3. After standard KOH-texturing, a contact system with an area of 1x1 cm2 was processed according to the steps described in [5]. It is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Interdigitated regions of
n and i/p amorphous hydrogenated Si were structured using an alkaline selective etching process described in [5], [17]. The metallization of the cell is comprised of sputtered ITO and Ag. The steps were all conducted at the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin. The finished cell was state-of-the-art with a $V_{OC} > 610$ mV and $J_{SC}$ close to 30 mA/cm².

### B. LBIC measurements

LBIC measurements were conducted using a self-built setup at the University of Ljubljana with a laser of 638 nm wavelength (corresponding to an absorption depth in Si of 3.3 µm), a spot size below 10 µm and an x,y,z stage with minimum step width of 1 µm [18].

### C. Simulations

Simulations were performed using ASPIN3, a numerical 2-D solar cell simulation software, developed at the University of Ljubljana which is able to calculate 1-D LBIC profiles [19].

![Fig. 1. Schematic of the IBC unit cell used for simulation. Simulation domain is rectangular. Passivatation layer and metal electrodes are implemented as boundary conditions for electrical calculation, but fully included in the optical calculation of the generation rate.](image)

### III. RESULTS

#### A. Simulations

A simulation structure based on the geometry of the investigated solar cell was implemented into ASPIN3. An overview of the parameters is shown in Fig. 1. LBIC line scans over the unit cell (half pitch) were simulated. To calculate the optical parameters the PVLighthouse software wafer ray tracer[20] and $(n,k)$ data from [21]–[23] was used. For the electrical properties of the a-Si:H layers the values were taken from [19]. For the poly-crystalline absorber, the electronic properties of mono-crystalline silicon were assumed, except for mobilities. For the latter, a reduced mobility (80% of the mobility calculated from the Masetti Model [24]) was assumed to account for the polycrystalline structure. This value is in accordance with Hall measurements of recent LPC-Si absorbers[8], [25]. Doping density $N_0$ was 5x10¹⁶/cm³. The front side surface recombination velocity (SRV) was modeled using $J_s = -q*SRV*(n-n_0)$ (and analogously for holes) and was varied along with the bulk SRH lifetime $\tau$. Auger and radiative recombination are negligible as SRH recombination is dominant [4]. The back-side SRV was kept constant and is only being influenced by the low lifetimes and mobilities in the a-Si layers. The influence is negligible, due to the small layer thickness of 15-20 nm. Fig. 2 shows exemplarily simulated LBIC signals with absorbers of various $\tau$ and SRV that are in the range of values estimated from previous works [3], [8].

![Fig. 2. Simulated LBIC line scans over the full absorber contact of the structure shown in Fig. 1. The different areas of the cell are depicted in the boxes on top. Dots: Simulated LBIC signal points with different front surface recombination velocities SRV and bulk lifetimes $\tau$ listed in the inset. Lines: Double exponential fits according to equation (3).](image)

Below the absorber n-contact is a distinct drop in collection signal since minority carriers have to travel laterally to the emitter which enhances recombination probability. The characteristic parameter to describe this recombination pathway is the effective diffusion length $L_{diff}$. The latter takes bulk lifetime and $SRV$ into account can be calculated from the ASPIN3 input parameters to

$$L_{diff} = \sqrt{\frac{kT}{e} \cdot \mu \cdot \tau_{eff}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

with the Boltzman constant $k$, absolute temperature $T$, elementary charge $e$, minority carrier mobility $\mu$, and the effective lifetime of

$$\tau_{eff} = \left(\frac{1}{\tau} + \frac{SRV}{H}\right)^{-1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$\tau$ being the SRH bulk minority lifetime, and $H$ the absorber height. Equation (2) is a special case of $\tau_{eff}$ described in[26] that can only be applied for absorbers with a negligible back-side SRV and considering thin (<50 µm) absorbers.
Another way to determine the diffusion length is by fitting the simulated data from Fig. 2. According to Green [27], assuming a point-like generation rate that is zero everywhere else, the collection probability decreases exponentially from the source of the generation. This means in the case of an IBC system the collection probability \( p(x) \) will increase exponentially from the middle of the absorber contact to a maximum plateau value below the emitter contacts. Hence, \( p(x) \) can be expressed around the middle of the absorber contact as the sum of an exponential decay and growth

\[
p(x) = e^{-\frac{(x-x_1)}{L_{\text{diff}}}} + e^{-\frac{(x-x_2)}{L_{\text{diff}}}}.
\]

The parameters \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) describe the shift in x-axis position (x-axis being the LBIC scan direction) of the exponential functions relative to each other according to the contact geometries. I.e. \( (x_2 - x_1) \) can be interpreted as the BSF width; \( L_{\text{diff}} \) is the effective minority carrier diffusion length.

In Table I the values for \( L_{\text{diff}} \) from the ASPIN3 input parameters calculated via the equations (1) and (2) and the results of the fits using equation (3) for the examples of Fig. 2 are listed. As can be seen, the values correspond to each other very well. This is not evident, since equation (3) is only valid for a one-dimensional case. The slight difference stems from the finite absorber height which causes a minor 2-D charge flow instead of 1-D for an infinitely thin absorber. This is also why the edges at the beginnings of the emitter contacts are smoothed out and the fit has to be started a little bit later. Nevertheless, the values correspond to each other well within a wide range of \( SRV \) and \( \tau \) values for the given absorber thickness of 10 \( \mu \)m. Once \( L_{\text{diff}} \) is lower than the absorber thickness the 2-D component in the charge flow becomes more prevalent and the fit result and the values calculated from ASPIN3 input parameters do not correspond well to each other anymore (not shown).

### B. LBIC measurements

A 2-D LBIC overview of the solar cell was recorded and is depicted in Fig 3. Darker shades represent areas with low current signal which corresponds to a low collection probability. The image shows clearly the poly-crystalline nature of LPC-Si material. Overlain to this irregular grain structure is the regular pattern of the contact grid. The absorber contacts (30 \( \mu \)m in width), appear as strips of low collection in the image. The overview image was used as a reference to record several more detailed regions with a step width of 5 \( \mu \)m and a beam diameter below 10 \( \mu \)m. One of these detailed regions is displayed exemplarily in the inset of the figure. Two regions inside grains with low dislocation density are marked therein by dotted lines (1 and 2). Two other areas are marked crossing or directly on crystal faults (3 and 4). The areas were chosen such that areas of high and low collection signal (corresponding to high and low absorber quality) are included.

Fig. 3. 2-D LBIC scan of IBC-SiH solar cell on a 10 \( \mu \)m LPC-Si absorber on glass. The overview serves as a reference for the more detailed scan that is zoomed out in the blue frame. Four areas of different absorber quality underneath the absorber contact are marked.

Averaged LBIC line-scans were plotted from these areas and are displayed in Fig. 4. There is a distinct drop at the absorber contact that has already been described in [5] and [6] and shows the same distinct features as in the simulations. Fits using equation (3) were performed on the four exemplary line-scans and are also shown in Fig. 4. The fit yielded a diffusion length of 44, 33, 19, and 12 \( \mu \)m for areas 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The quality is as good as for the fits for the simulated curves in Fig. 2. Hence, we conclude that the simulation represents the behavior of the real device very well and that the method to extract diffusion lengths via fitting the signal drop over the absorber contact is verified. For the highly dislocated area 4 the result should be regarded with care as the result is already in the order of the absorber thickness. General sources of error aside from the error of the fit itself (which is negligible) are the finite beam size of the LBIC beam and fluctuations of the x,y stage stepper motor and the measured signal. The former error source was estimated by deconvolution of the beam, the latter was actually accounted for in averaging the signals. As an upper estimate we suggest the method can be as accurate as \( \pm 5 \) \( \mu \)m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \tau ) /( \mu )m</th>
<th>( SRV ) /cm/s</th>
<th>ASPIN3 /( \mu )m</th>
<th>Fit /( \mu )m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

**COMPARISON OF \( L_{\text{diff}} \) FROM ASPIN3 INPUT PARAMETERS AND EXPONENTIAL FITS**
We see a wide spread in the resulting diffusion lengths between areas with low dislocation/fault density and higher one. This underlines the necessity for large grains and low defect absorbers or grain boundaries and dislocations that are less electrically active (better passivated) to reach higher diffusion lengths and thus also better solar cell performance.

SRH bulk lifetime $\tau$ is, the $SRV$ (for our given absorber height $H=10\ \mu m$ and non-emitter contact width of $90\ \mu m$) will always eventually limit the collection efficiency and stay below a certain value for this given $SRV$. This underlines the importance of a well passivated LPC-Si/glass interface. Secondly, with $\tau$ below $\sim 4\ \mu s$ a collection as high as for area 1 cannot be achieved even assuming a perfect front side ($SRV=0\ \text{cm/s}$). In conclusion we can state that $\tau$ should be longer than $\sim 4\ \mu s$ for area 1 and higher than $\sim 2\ \mu s$ for area 2. Thirdly, $SRV$ cannot exceed $\sim 600\ \text{cm/s}$, otherwise the collection will remain below the measured value for area 2 no matter how long the lifetime $\tau$ becomes. For area 1 the maximum $SRV$ has to be in the range of $\sim 200\ \text{cm/s}$.

### C. Estimating $SRV$ and $\tau$

From both simulated as well as measured LBIC profiles the ratio between the minimum signal in the middle of the absorber contact (minimum LBIC collection) and the plateau under the emitter contact (maximum collection) can be calculated. We suggest this collection efficiency ratio as a possible figure of merit for the material quality (which includes quality of the absorber and both front and back side interfaces). Note that it is also strongly depending on the absorber contact width. To clarify, the collection efficiency ratio is graphically depicted in Fig. 5a. In general, the closer the ratio is to 1, the less pronounced is the signal drop, more minority charge carriers are collected from beneath the absorber contact and consequently, the better is the material quality in terms of $L_{\text{diff}}$ and thus $SRV$ and $\tau$. Again, we are only investigating a front side $SRV$, the $SRV$ at the back side is neglected due to the good amorphous silicon passivation properties. To investigate the influence that the front $SRV$ and $\tau$ have separately on this figure of merit several LBIC profiles were simulated and the collection efficiency was plotted against the lifetime $\tau$ in Fig. 5b for several $SRV$. For convenience, the bulk diffusion lengths ($SRV=0$) corresponding to the bulk lifetimes $\tau$ have been added as second x-axis on top and also the effective diffusion lengths for $8\ \mu s$ lifetime are included. The measured collection ratios of the areas inside one grain (areas 1 and 2) from Fig. 3 have been added as horizontal dashed guidelines. From Fig. 5b) we can deduce the following: Firstly, no matter how long the lifetime $\tau$ becomes. For area 1 the maximum $SRV$ has to be in the range of $\sim 200\ \text{cm/s}$.

### IV. Discussion

In this work we developed a model to fit effective local minority carrier diffusion lengths from LBIC line scans. These...
scans were performed over the absorber contact of thin-film silicon IBC solar cells on glass. The model was validated using the 2-D simulation software ASPIN3. The diffusion lengths between 33-44 µm that were found inside grains of the cell prove good material quality for thin Si absorbers on glass that can by now be realized using the liquid phase crystallization. Furthermore, the results validate the use of complex contact systems like an IBC-SHJ system since diffusion lengths are much greater than the absorber thickness. The fit procedure is independent of the IBC cell geometries and also works, if the signal drops to zero in the middle of the absorber contact (not shown). However, a sufficient signal drop is needed to use the method which might not be the case for excellently passivated front sides and bulk lifetimes exceeding ~ 50µs.

With the help of detailed simulations of the LBIC signals a lower limit for the bulk SRH lifetime and an upper limit for the surface recombination velocity at the LPC-Si/glass interface can be estimated. Assuming the simulations to adequately represent the experiment lifetimes are in the order of 2-4 µs or higher, and recombination velocities around 600 cm/s or lower. These values are in-line with results from [3], where the upper limit of the front SRV was estimated to be 500 cm/s, and the lower limit of the lifetime to be 1 µs. This is despite the fact that the simulations in [3] were 1-D. Gabriel et al. [8] and Kühnapfel et al. [10] extracted the diffusion length of LPC-Si absorbers via inverse IQE plots and found 14 and 11 µm, respectively. These values are lower than the ones determined on areas 1,2,3 by LBIC in this work. The difference may be due to various reasons. Firstly, there is an ongoing development and improvement on LPC-Si absorber fabrication, so it is difficult to compare absorbers from different stages in the development. Secondly, the diffusion lengths in this work are local ones and global values from IQE evaluation differ much from those obtained on certain spots as seen comparing the areas 1-4 in Fig. 4. Generally, these evaluation techniques become less accurate as the ratio between L_diff and the length it is observed on decreases. For inverse IQE plots the observed length is the absorber thickness of ~10 µm, whereas with LBIC evaluation, the whole absorber contact width serves as observed length. This makes the latter technique more accurate for higher diffusion lengths. The accuracy is also higher because it is a relative method (comparing emitter-signal with BSF-signal) which does not depend on parasitic absorption as inverse IQE evaluation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we presented a method to locally determine effective minority carrier diffusion lengths from LBIC line-scans over the absorber contact of IBC cells on glass. The method can help in understanding the influences of different grain orientations (e.g. on passivation) and thus help improving the crystallization process to form liquid phase crystallized Si absorbers and to optimize contact grid geometries. Further studies will focus on evaluating the absorbers statistically and in more detail.
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